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RATIOS



RATES



Proportions



A ratio is a _______________ of



A rate compares two numbers with



A proportion shows _______



________ or more numbers. It can be



different units of measure. The ______



___________________ ratios.



written 3 different ways.



rate is the quantity for each given item. Example: The candy costs $5.46 for a three



Example: The ratio of stars to circles is 2 to 3 Word



2:3 colon



2/3 fraction



Steps to writing a Ratio



Steps to writing a Proportion Set up the ratio with _____________ in order, as the problem asks for the ratio.



pound bag. The unit rate is $1.82 per pound. Write the fraction with ______________ that Steps to finding a Unit Rate



correspond to the _______________ we wrote.



Set up the rate with __________________. Set the ratio equal to the numbers you are trying



Set up the ratio with _____________ in order, as



Write the fractions with ______________ that



the problem asks for the ratio.



correspond to the _______________ we wrote.



to find in order as the symbols are written.



Determine the ______________ to multiply or Write the fraction with ______________ that



Divide the ________________ and the



divide by to make an _________________ ratio



correspond to the _______________ we wrote.



________________ by the ______________ that



in order to find the ________________.



_________________ the ratio if needed.



will give the amount for one item.



Practice



Practice



Practice



1. There are 4 cats to every 6 dogs on the ranch. What is the ratio of cats to dogs?



3. A 2 liter bottle of soda costs $1.98. How much does it cost per liter?



5. Eden’s goal is to practice piano 20 minutes for every 5 minutes of lessons she takes. If she takes a 15-minute lesson session, how many minutes should she practice?



2. There are 20 pieces of fruit in a box. 3 are apples, 11 are bananas and the rest are oranges. What is the ratio of oranges to bananas and apples?



4. A 12 pound bag of dog food costs $12.36. A 15 pound bag costs $15.30. Which is the better deal?



6. A recipe calls for 4 cups of sugar and 16 cups of water. If the recipe is reduced, how many cups of water should be used with 2 cups of sugar?
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